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QUESTION 1

For an SRX chassis cluster in transparent mode, which action occurs to signal a high availability failover to neighboring
switches? 

A. the SRX chassis cluster generates Spanning Tree messages 

B. the SRX chassis cluster generates gratuitous ARPs 

C. the SRX chassis cluster flaps the former active interfaces 

D. the SRX chassis cluster uses IP address monitoring 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is true about NAT? 

A. When you implement destination NAT, the router does not apply ALG services. 

B. When you implement destination NAT, the router skips source NAT rules for the initiating traffic flow. 

C. When you implement static NAT, each packet must go through a route lookup. 

D. When you implement static NAT, the router skips destination NAT rules for the initiating traffic flow. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

-- Exhibit -security { nat { destination { pool Web-Server { 

address 10.0.1.5/32;

 }

 rule-set From-Internet { 

from zone Untrust; rule To-Web-Server { 

match { source-address 0.0.0.0/0; destination-address 172.16.1.7/32; 

} then { destination-nat pool Web-Server; } } }

 }

 }

 zones { 
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 security-zone Untrust {

 address-book { 

address Web-Server-External 172.16.1.7/32; 

address Web-Server-Internal 10.0.1.5/32;

 }

 interfaces { 

ge-0/0/0.0;

 }

 }

 security-zone DMZ {

 address-book { 

address Web-Server-External 172.16.1.7/32; 

address Web-Server-Internal 10.0.1.5/32;

 }

 interfaces { 

ge-0/0/1.0;

 }

 }

 } } -- Exhibit -

You are migrating from one external address block to a different external address block. You want to enable a smooth
transition to the new address block. You temporarily want to allow external users to contact the Web server using both
the existing external address as well as the new external address 

192.168.1.1. 

How do you accomplish this goal? 

A. Add address 192.168.1.1/32 under [edit security nat destination pool Web-Server]. 

B. Change the address Web-Server-Ext objects to be address-set objects that include both addresses. 

C. Change the destination address under [edit security nat destination rule-set From-Internet rule To-Web-Server
match] to include both 172.16.1.7/32 and 192.168.1.2/32. 

D. Create a new rule for the new address in the [edit security nat destination rule-set From- Internet] hierarchy. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Click the Exhibit button. 

Referring to the exhibit, the session close log was generated by the application firewall rule set HTTP. 

Why did the session close? 

Exhibit: 

A. The application identification engine was unable to determine which application was in use, which caused the SRX
device to close the session. 

B. The host with the IP address of 192.168.1.123 received a TCP segment with the FIN flag set from the host with the IP
address of 65.197.244.218. 

C. The SRX device was unable to determine the user and role in the allotted time, which caused the session to close. 

D. The host with the IP address of 192.168.1.123 sent a TCP segment with the FIN flag set to the host with the IP
address of 65.197.244.218. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Your company\\'s network has seen an increase in Facebook-related traffic. You have been asked to restrict the amount
of Facebook-related traffic to less than 100 Mbps regardless of congestion. What are three components used to
accomplish this task? (Choose three.) 

A. IDP policy 

B. application traffic control 

C. application firewall 

D. security policy 

E. application signature 

Correct Answer: BDE 
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